


What is Playtos Miniversity?

Playtos Miniversity is the world's first
beyond school for children at the age
of 10-14, bridging the gap between
traditional knowledge-based formal
schooling and competency-based
learning revolving around three
fundamental and far-reaching pillars;
life, leadership and entrepreneurship.
It offers one of a kind two-year
comprehensive curriculum that aims
at cultivating the greatest leaders of
tomorrow. It is holistic and science 
based in its approach, experiential
and innovative in its pedagogy, and
transformational in its impact,
focusing on the two core abilities of
making sense of the world and
adapting to and leading the changes
that are happening in it. Playtos
Miniversity nurtures and empowers
tomorrow's thinkers, doers and
changemakers today.



The Philosophy

Plato , the 4th century Greek
philosopher, who was instrumental in
penning down his master Socrates's
Philosophy along with Xenophon, 
in the form of dialogues, gave rise to 
a literature genre that is subsequently
referred to as Socratic Dialogues. 
It is these concepts and understanding that
have pertinently triggered, offered and
informed the base Philosophy of Playtos's
Miniversity. Based on the Central
method of Socratic Dialogues, learning
through stimulating discussions, stories
and games becomes more interactive
and pattern-agnostic. This is better
achieved while additionally flipping the
classroom, allowing the children to
enjoy the process with the community
and take in information at their own
time and pace as it gets synthesized into
knowledge and wisdom.



4 Quests, 4 Core Areas, 16 Courses across 2 years
Courses are held on Saturday and Sunday

1 Quest - 16 Weekends - 32 Sessions
2 Hours Per Session 

Foundational and Elective Courses
2 Community Programmes

1 Annual Retreat in Business Environment

My World - Know yourself
Our World - Circle of Influence
Changing World - Humans and Change
Brave New World - Observe & Think

Quest 1

My World - Master Yourself
Our World - Society at Large
Changing World - Humans & Technology
Brave New World - Reflect & Refine

Quest 3
My World - Fulfil Yourself

Our World - Beyond Humans
Changing World - Humans of Tomorrow

Brave New World - Scale & Influence

Quest 4

My World - Better Yourself
Our World - Connecting the Human World

Changing World - Humans and Nature
Brave New World - Engage & Act

Quest 2



Something interesting about Playtos is the kind of topics that 
students learn. They are very relevant to the real world which 
traditional schools are not able to give such exposure, this is 
something very phenomenal at Playtos.

-Tanvi Rangwala, CEO Venture Studio

Playtos miniversity is for the transformation of your child. 
I am glad that what I am learning as an entrepreneur at 
the age of 40 my kid, Yathaarth is learning it at the age of 12. 
He is in the process of self-discovery and we are very much 
looking forward to him growing.

-Snehal and Paulomi, Memory Graphics 

At Playtos we always learn something that we are going to 
apply in real life anyway, like the session on change. A few 
weeks after that I faced something that was a drastic change 
to me, and I was like “What would I do if it was a Playtos 
lesson?”, and I applied all of that and it helped so much.

-Nadia, Playtonite, Rising Eagles

Our mentors are like our friends, we have interactive 
classes where you don't have to ask to speak, it's an open 
non-judgmental space where you have like-minded people.

-Tarana, Playtonite, Alpha Wolves
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Reach Us 
Ahmedabad HQ | +91 9825337493
connect@playtosminiversity.com
301, Binori B Square 1, Bopal Ambli Road, Ahmedabad - 380058

Delhi | +91 9810524209
playtos.delhi@playtosminiversity.com
92-A Friends Colony West, New Delhi - 110065

www.playtosminiversity.com

Janki Vasant is the Founder of Samvedana 
Trust. She received the most prestigious National 
Honour, ‘Nari Shakti Puraskar 2016’, by the 
President of India at Rashtrapati Bhavan on  
International Women’s Day.

Prof. Chirag Trivedi is Assistant Professor in Communication 
at the Amrut Mody School of Management. He is pursuing 
Ph.D. from Gujarat University.

Core Team

Balazs Simon is an expert in the humanitarian and 
international development domain, having spent the 
majority of his career with the United Nations in various 
capacities and locations working on cutting edge and 
large-scale programmes and projects across the globe.

Yash Vasant is a social impact entrepreneur, mentor, 
speaker and guide. He is a growing authority on 
Leadership Psychology in the world today and is 
one of India’s most sought after speakers.

Dharmesh Kapasi has been the Co-Founder for a chain 
of Pre School and K- 12 Schools with 18+ years of 
experience in the field of education. He has more than 
28 years of experience in Business Management.


